Symposium
Science & Career in Medical Data Science
Thursday, September 19, 2024
09:30 am - 05:00 pm
CRONA Lecture hall & foyer

Native Data Scientists  Medical Data Scientists
Scientists with challenging data projects

AGENDA

09:30am  Registration opening

Part I  Career as a (Medical) Data Scientist
09:00am  Introduction
10:00am  Success Story: Managing a career as a native data scientist
10:10am  Success Story: How to become a medical data scientist as a physician or other career changer
11:00am  World Café: listen, analyze, discuss and solve problems together or ask your questions to a senior data scientist:
  - How to plan a career as a data scientist
  - Academia vs. Industry – pros and cons
  - Necessary skills and helpful lectures for data scientists
  - Challenges experienced in your data scientist career

12:40pm  Summary of the results in the lecture hall
01:00pm  Lunch break with catering; opportunity for networking

Part II  Medical Research Meets Data Science
02:00pm  Introduction
02:10pm  Success Story: Collaborative Medical Data Science
02:40pm  Scientific Speed Dating: “It’s a match: data challenge finds data scientist”
  Pitch your project, get feedback, find new collaborations

04:45pm  Wrap up